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ABSTRACT

In this paper we investigate the robustness of age measurements, age spreads, and stellar models

in young pre-main sequence stars. For this effort, we study a young cluster, λ Orionis, within the

Orion star-forming complex. We use Gaia data to derive a sample of 357 targets with spectroscopic

temperatures from spectral types or from the automated spectroscopic pipeline in APOGEE Net.

After accounting for systematic offsets between the spectral type and APOGEE temperature systems,

the derived properties of stars on both systems are consistent. The complex ISM, with variable local

extinction, motivates a star-by-star dereddening approach. We use a spectral energy distribution

(SED) fitting method calibrated on open clusters for the Class III stars. For the Class II population,

we use a Gaia G-RP dereddening method, minimizing systematics from disks, accretion, and other

physics associated with youth. The cluster age is systematically different in models incorporating the

structural impact of starspots or magnetic fields than in nonmagnetic models. Our mean ages range

from 2-3 Myr (nonmagnetic models) to 3.9± 0.2 Myr in the SPOTS model (f = 0.34). We find star-

by-star dereddening methods distinguishing between pre-MS classes provide a smaller age spread than

techniques using a uniform extinction, and infer a minimum age spread of 0.19 dex and a typical age

spread of 0.35 dex after modelling age distributions convolved with observed errors. This suggests that

the λ Ori cluster may have a long star formation timescale and that spotted stellar models significantly

change age estimates for young clusters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Stars form together in dense molecular cloud cores, in

a process spanning orders of magnitude in the relevant

timescales, length scales, and pressure scales. The age

spread within a star cluster yields important clues about

the star formation process, and a range of possibilities

are viable (Soderblom 2010; Krumholz 2014). Some au-

thors suggest that stars must be formed within a cluster

in a very small window of evolutionary time as a result of

galactic dynamics and spiral arms (Ballesteros-Paredes

& Hartmann 2007; Elmegreen 2007). Others empha-

size that pressure support from large-scale turbulence

and magnetic fields can permit star formation over a

more extended period of time (Krumholz & Tan 2007;

Tan et al. 2006). Pre-main sequence stars contract as

they evolve, so age spreads should in principle be eas-

ily detected in star forming regions. However, even in

cases where there is a large luminosity spread, such as in

the Orion star-forming complex, it does not necessarily
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follow that a large age spread must be responsible (Hil-

lenbrand 1997; Da Rio et al. 2010). Traditional stellar

models neglect many of the physical processes impor-

tant for young stellar objects, and evidence has been

accumulating that these omissions impact our ability to

understand young stars.

For example, the shapes of stellar isochrones can be

inconsistent with the observed ones in star clusters, and

this problem persists across multiple families of evolu-

tionary models (Soderblom 2010). These distortions

manifest as discrepancies in the ages inferred by low

mass and high mass stars. There is a growing body

of evidence that stellar magnetism and starspots may

contribute to these isochronal age gradients. Feiden

(2016) demonstrated that agreement between high and

low-mass stars on the mass-radius and H-R diagrams

is possible using magnetic models in Upper Sco. Simon

et al. (2019) applied magnetic models to show that mag-

netic models produce masses in better agreement with

data in Taurus and Ophiuchus. The first order effect of

large spots is a distortion in the spectral energy distri-

bution, as the emitted flux is not well-represented by a

unique effective temperature model. However, starspots

can also block convection and modify stellar structure.
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These effects can become very important when spots

cover a large fraction of the surface, and there is good ev-

idence that they do in young stars. Gully-Santiago et al.

(2017) presented a robust estimate of a very high spot

filling fraction of 80% for the weak-lined T Tauri star

LkCa 4 in the similarly-aged Taurus Molecular Cloud.

David et al. (2019) applied a number of nonmagnetic,

magnetic, and spotted tracks to Upper Sco eclipsing bi-

nary data, showing a consistent age for magnetic and

spotted tracks on the mass-radius and the HR diagram.

Somers et al. (2020) found that the mass-radius and

HR diagram positions of eclipsing binaries in Upper Sco

are better described by moderately spotted tracks. For-

ward modelling on the cluster, Somers et al. (2020) sug-

gested a turnover in the isochronal age gradient between

high mass and low mass stars occurring somewhere in

a starspot filling fraction of fspot = 0.34—0.51. Un-

resolved binaries may also perturb the isochronal age

gradient (Sullivan & Kraus 2021).

To study the age spread and systematics in a young

cluster, we choose the nearby (∼400±40 pc) λ Ori as-

sociation (Collinder 69), a star forming region associ-

ated with the well-studied Orion star-forming complex.

There are a variety of young stars spanning in mass from

the brown dwarf limit to ∼24 M� historically associated

with the cluster. It is an ideal laboratory for studying

the age spread of young clusters because of its youth,

proximity, and clear separation on the sky from other

associations in Orion OB1a, with its kinematic separa-

tion making precise membership determination possible.

A majority of stars associated with the λ Orionis clus-

ter show signs of Hα or Ca II 8542 emission and infrared

excess (Koenig et al. 2015). The λ Ori cluster has both

a center and a ring-like outer structure which has been

suggested in the literature to have an elongated pro-

genitor cloud (Lee et al. 2015; Dolan & Mathieu 2002),

with an associated supernova at its center. Many of its

members have motions away from the center (Kounkel

et al. 2018), and the cluster itself appears kinematically

unbound (Kuhn et al. 2019). Molecular gas and photo-

metric studies suggest an expanding ring of molecular

clouds on the outskirts of the cluster (Maddalena et al.

1986; Dolan & Mathieu 2002), and show that the struc-

ture has a nontrivial 3D structure with both spherical

and ring-like components (Lee et al. 2015). Wisps of

this nebulosity, coupled with circumstellar material, re-

sult in non-uniform foreground extinction for each star,

requiring individual extinction solutions for our sources,

particularly in its kinematically distinct subregions B30

and B35.

Due to the significant variation in extinction between

stars a consistent dereddening prescription is necessary

in order to characterize the cluster. In the literature

some analyses of λ Orionis have worked directly in color

space, primarily to take advantage of the nearly paral-

lel reddening vector in this cluster to avoid the effect

of extinction altogether (Dolan & Mathieu 2001). In

addition, techniques to estimate ages also have fit to a

single cluster-wide value for extinction, as in the esti-

mates of 5.6+0.4
−0.1 Myr with PARSEC isochrones assum-

ing AV = 0.4 (Zari et al. 2019), 5—10 Myr (Barrado y

Navascués et al. 2007), and 4 Myr (Murdin & Penston

1977). The analysis from Kounkel et al. (2018), per-

forms star-by-star dereddening with spectroscopic Teff ’s,

with an extensive kinematic analysis.

In this paper, we use isochrone ages with Gaia DR2

membership and apply a methodical treatment of ex-

tinction, membership, and temperatures to analyze stel-

lar parameters with uncertainties. With a choice of

an open-cluster calibrated methodology for addressing

our Class II & III sources, we incorporate both popula-

tions into our subsequent analysis. Classical and radius-

inflated spotted or magnetic models are used to test the

consistency between age estimates from the low and high

mass stars. The resulting age distributions are tested, in

different kinematically identified regions, and as a whole,

to analyze the size of the luminosity or age spread.

In Section 2 we discuss the methodology for inferring

stellar parameters, including the photometric and spec-

troscopic data available for the cluster (Section 2.1),

membership analysis with Gaia (Section 2.2), classifi-

cation of members into YSO class (Section 2.3), the

intrinsic colors and reddening law (Section 2.4), our

dereddening procedure (Section 2.5), SED fitting (Sec-

tion 2.6), placement of stars on the HRD (Section 2.7),

and age/mass estimation (Section 2.8). Results for λ

Orionis are presented in Section 3, including mean clus-

ter age (Section 3.1), age spread (Section 3.2), and sys-

tematic errors (Section 3.3) under multiple model as-

sumptions.

2. ANALYSIS

2.1. Data

2.1.1. Photometry

We aggregate optical, near-IR, and mid-IR photom-

etry from a variety of literature sources for λ Ori in a

systematic manner. This includes Gaia G, BP, and RP

data (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), B, V, Rc, and

Ic data from the AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey

(APASS) DR9 (Henden et al. 2016) and a study of λ

Ori by Dolan & Mathieu (2001), Pan-STARRS DR1 griz

photometry (Flewelling et al. 2016), and 2MASS J, H,

and Ks data (Cutri et al. 2003). For mid-IR photome-
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Table 1. Inferred stellar parameters with SPOTS fspot = 0.34

RA [deg] Dec [deg] log Teff σlog Teff
log L/L� σlog L/L� M/M� σM/M� log Age [yr] σlog Age [yr] AV σAV

Class Region

83.73008969 10.00963154 3.476 0.025 -1.124 0.302 0.166 0.052 6.575 0.306 0.351 0.678 III LamOri-1

83.15163422 12.43873405 3.593 0.015 0.154 0.122 0.675 0.086 5.677 0.22 0.395 0.134 II B30

84.07932281 10.06413269 3.582 0.008 -0.398 0.07 0.739 0.083 6.62 0.151 0.135 0.16 III LamOri-1

83.84235182 9.89961398 3.5 0.028 -0.861 0.244 0.244 0.076 6.574 0.336 -0.287 0.586 III LamOri-1

83.35011292 10.33152866 3.622 0.008 -0.165 0.053 1.069 0.06 6.656 0.122 0.042 0.113 III B30

Note—Table 1 is published in its entirety in a machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

try, we crossmatch with WISE W1, W2, W3, and W4

photometry.

Gaia photometries (G, BP, RP) corresponding to ap-

parent Gaia BP magnitudes fainter than 18.5 mag are

discarded because of known spurious behavior in DR2

(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), and apparent Pan-

STARRS DR1 photometry brighter than 14 mag as a re-

sult of published detector saturation thresholds (Cham-

bers et al. 2016).

2.1.2. Effective Temperature

Teff measurements are available for a variety of λ Ori

members. We aggregate spectral types from the lit-

erature, which includes work from Bayo et al. (2011),

Bayo et al. (2012), Sacco et al. (2008), Dolan & Mathieu

(2001), Koenig et al. (2015), and Skiff (2014). These col-

lections of spectral types are included in the YSO Corral

database. We convert these spectral types to Teff with

the empirical pre-MS relation from Pecaut & Mamajek

(2013). The APOGEE Survey Data Release 14 (Abol-

fathi et al. 2018) released spectra for over 263,000 stars,

including a large dataset within λ Orionis. APOGEE

Net (Olney et al. 2020; Cottle et al. 2018) provided a

large, homogenous sample of spectroscopic effective tem-
peratures for pre-MS stars, including a rich selection in

λ Ori. We crossmatch these stars with photometry from

Pan-STARRS DR1 (griz) UCAC4 (B,V), 2MASS, and

WISE.

While the literature and APOGEE Net tempera-

tures are both informed by fits involving spectra, the

APOGEE Net pre-MS temperatures are generated from

synthetic stars drawn from PARSEC isochrones. As a

result, an offset between synthetic and literature tem-

peratures is possible (see discussion and Fig.2: Olney

et al. 2020). In our cross-sample between our sources

and the APOGEE Net stars, we observe a trend in tem-

peratures in Fig. 1. We apply a linear transformation

in logarithmic temperature space to bring the APOGEE

Net stars onto the same system as the traditional tem-

peratures derived from spectral types. As the rest of our

analysis depends on work calibrated on pre-MS temper-
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Figure 1. Sample of stars common to our spectral type
analysis and the Olney et al. (2020) dataset. We observe a
> 3σ statistically significant nonzero slope and intercept in
the data residuals, and correct for this temperature offset in
logarithmic space in order to bring the APOGEE Net sample
onto the same temperature system as the literature.

atures from the literature, we adopt this offset for all of

the APOGEE Net stars in our sample.

Fig. 2 shows the cluster members in a CMD, with the

top plot showing the wide number of cluster members for

which we have photometric and kinematic data (in open

symbols), and the ones that have independent spectro-

scopic Teff ’s in the range covered by our color tables (in

closed symbols). Stars with and without significant ac-

tive accretion (Class II and III respectively) are shown

with purple and red symbols respectively; they are dis-

tinguished based on their far IR SED (Sec. 2.3).

2.2. Membership

Gaia data has made inferring cluster membership

much more accurate (Jackson et al. 2020). Analyses of

λ Ori membership have historically been limited by the

lack of accurate parallax data, despite the on-sky sepa-
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Figure 2. Top: λ Ori cluster CMD in Gaia G-band, Gaia G-
RP space, with a PARSEC 5 Myr isochrone with a reddening
of 0.37 mag applied. Open symbols are cluster members for
which we have Gaia photometric and kinematic data. Closed
symbols are a subset for which we have independent spectral
types for our subsequent analysis. Bottom: absolute G-band
magnitudes against inferred Teff .

ration between λ Orionis and the rest of the Orion star-

forming complex. Additionally, Gaia and APOGEE

(Cottle et al. 2018) have significantly increased the num-

ber of stars that are accessible with isochrone-based

age-dating methods. We obtain candidate λ Ori mem-

bers from published lists compiled in the YSO Corral

database (Hillenbrand 2021) and from APOGEE Net

(Olney et al. 2020; Cottle et al. 2018). The combined

list includes 1824 objects.

Astrometric measurements from Gaia DR2 directly

constrain membership in our two-component Gaussian

Mixture Model. We assign membership probabilities to

each star based on Gaia parallax and proper motion

using the scikit-learn mixture model implementation

(Pedregosa et al. 2011)—with a normalization from Gao
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Figure 3. The results of our membership analysis with our
Gaussian Mixture Model. Top left: membership probability
as a function of parallax. Top right: Members highlighted
against field in apparent Gaia G-mag v. parallax. Bottom:
Members separated in parallax–proper motion space.

(2018). The code estimates the cluster center in parallax

and proper motion using the expectation-maximization

algorithm, where one Gaussian component represents

the cluster and another the field star population, and

iterates until convergence. Out of 1824 candidate mem-

bers, 1361 have applicable parallax information from

Gaia DR2, and each of these stars has proper motion

data. We also apply a constraint on parallaxes to ex-

clude stars which are systematically too far away. Since

the parallax of the cluster center is ∼2.5 mas, we exclude
stars that have parallaxes less than or equal to 1 mas.

The identified cluster center at ∼2.5 mas has a disper-

sion of 0.3 mas, meaning the cut at 1 mas is at 4.8 σ. Fig.

3 demonstrates that we effectively distinguish between

the cluster center and the field, identifying 875 stars as

probable members at P > 0.95 and 486 as possible con-

taminants. The top-right panel shows that despite not

considering photometry in our fit, we identify our clus-

ter center in parallax across a wide range of apparent

G-mag.

With a population positively identified as members of

λ Orionis, we distinguish between kinematically-distinct

subregions. An additional membership analysis step in-

volving RA/Dec is done to separate the cluster cen-

ter with sources from B30 and B35. This is a four-

dimensional fit across proper motion and RA/Dec with
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the same Gaussian Mixture Model. We tag these stars

by the results of this kinematic analysis.

Our method for inferring L and Teff requires inde-

pendent spectroscopic data, and we therefore limit our

sample by requiring either a spectroscopic effective tem-

perature or a spectral type. In our sample, 357 out of

875 probable members have spectral types or spectro-

scopic effective temperatures, including 140 from YSOC

and 261 from APOGEE Net. For the 44 stars with tem-

peratures from both sources, we choose to prioritize the

spectral types reported from YSOC.

The stars in λ Ori with available spectral types that

also pass the astrometric membership criteria are pre-

dominantly low-mass FGKM stars, which is consistent

with the predominantly K and M dwarfs available in

previous studies (Hernández et al. 2010).

2.3. Member Classification

Many λ Orionis members have disks, which can pro-

duce infrared excesses. For pre-main sequence stars

with associated local extinction—especially the most

shrouded, disky, and accreting sources—the reddest

photometric bands (λ > 1.25 µm) can have reprocessed

dust emission that is not accounted for in the deredden-

ing prescription. Since we do not attempt to do mod-

elling of the IR excess, nor the UV—blue excess due to

accretion, we avoid using these bands in stars that are

designated as Class II, which we define as systems with

evidence of substantial reprocessed disk emission.

For Class II stars, we adopt the WISE photometric

criterion W1−W2> 0.3 (corresponding to SED slope

α ≥ −1.6), which indicates that their SEDs have sig-

nificant infrared excesses (Koenig et al. 2015). These

IR excesses may be the result of reprocessed starlight,

which our extinction model does not attempt to address.

The observed IR excess for these Class II stars is consis-

tent with the comparable contributions from the photo-

sphere and the disk in the near-IR (Davies 2015). Fig.

4 demonstrates a typical case of a fit to a Class III and

a Class II star using a young star template.

With a fit from W1-W2 color to SED slope (α) from

Koenig et al. (2015), we divide our population into Class

II and Class III categories (see Jayasinghe et al. 2019),

a designation that we will use throughout this work:W1−W2 < 0.3 → Class III,

W1−W2 > 0.3 → Class II.

Out of 357 possible members, this designation leads to

131 Class II and 226 Class III stars. Class III sources are

well-suited for our SED method because all the colors

can be described by a stellar photosphere model. Class
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Figure 4. A Class III and a Class II SED, both fit with
our models from Sec. 2.4. Top: the Class III star has little
discrepancy between the template colors and the measured
SED at all wavelengths. Bottom: the Class II star has a
significant observed excess in the near-IR. This discrepancy
is due to disks, circumstellar material, and other young star
physics.

II sources, in the absence of modelling of the IR excess,

are better suited for a single color AV inference method.

This is supported by Fig. 5, which suggests that Class

III sources are similar to the Pecaut & Mamajek (2013)

sample, but the Class II sources show an excess of red

in the longer wavelength colors and blue in the shorter

wavelength colors. The tight sequence of Class III stars

on the color-spectral type relation suggests that there

are nearly no Class II stars erroneously flagged with this

criterion.

2.4. Color Tables and Extinction Law
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Pecaut & Mamajek (2013)
young sample with our members in colors and spectral type.
While the Class III sources have a similar behavior to the
PM13 sample, the Class II sources both show a red excess in
the longer wavelength bands and a blue excess in the shorter
wavelength colors.

Our AV estimates require models for the photospheric

colors of the star and of the physical characteristics of

the intervening dust—a set of intrinsic color tables and

an extinction law. We first assume the Pecaut & Ma-

majek (2013) (PM13) empirical < 30 Myr young star

table for spectral types F0—M5, with a smooth transi-

tion onto the PM13 empirical dwarf color table for stars

of spectral type O9—F0 and M5—M9. These tables

from PM13 provide the intrinsic colors for only a sub-

set of photometric bands used in our method. To take

advantage of the homogenous photometry released by

Pan-STARRS and Gaia, we supplement these intrinsic

colors with theoretical color relationships which we can

calibrate to an appropriate locus in color space for a self-

consistent prescription across multiple colors. We merge

this table with the intrinsic colors from Fang et al. (2017)

to extend our analysis to take advantage of available

Pan-STARRS griz data. PARSEC CMD 5 Myr v.3.3 so-

lar metallicity isochrone provides Gaia colors (Bressan

et al. 2012) with our Pleiades calibration (See Appendix

B.1). We choose a RV = 3.1 extinction law from Mathis

(1990). An extinction law with RV = 3.1 is thought to

be most consistent with the nature of dust in the Orion

star-forming complex (see Fig.6 in Da Rio et al. 2010).

We interpolate linearly over spectral type to obtain

effective temperature, color, and bolometric corrections

for each star.

2.5. Extinction Estimation

SED fitting and color-based dereddening techniques

have often been used to infer stellar parameters exten-

sively in the literature (e.g., An et al. 2007; Bayo et al.

2008; Rebull et al. 2018). Dereddening techniques are

required in the Orion star-forming complex and similar

star forming associations in order to estimate the lumi-

nosities and ages of these clusters and associations where

significant foreground extinction is expected. While

SED methods are known to be accurate and precise in

open clusters and in joint fits involving multiple stars,

it is more challenging to apply these techniques to a

cluster as young as λ Orionis, and to attempt to report

extinction solutions for individual stars.

Attempts to perform SED-based dereddening without

external temperature information demonstrate a strong

degeneracy between extinction and temperature in fits,

which is understood to be mitigated by priors or other

constraints in work such as Bailer-Jones (2011). In our

case, we assume external temperature information, and

that the stellar photospheres of our objects are ade-

quately described by our intrinsic young star tables (see

Sec. 2.4). When there are no significant systematics

in any of the constituent bands, and the template SED

measures the photosphere of the star at a chosen Teff ,

the increased number of data points reduces the uncer-

tainty of AV . This is because when the intrinsic stellar

template is provided, the SED fitting technique reduces

to a χ2 minimization problem across expected and ob-

served colors.

With a representative template for the colors of a star
at a fixed temperature, each color measurement provides

a color excess relative to the intrinsic color of the star—

therefore, a measurement of Aλ. With an extinction

law, each color provides a covariant measurement of AV .

From the extinction law, we define the extinction vector:

Âi−j =
Ai
AV
− Aj
AV

, (1)

where i and j correspond to different photometric bands,

and Ai

AV
to the extinction law evaluated at band i. We

also define the color excess vector:

Ei−j = (i− j)− (i− j)0. (2)

Where (i − j) corresponds to the observed color, and

(i − j)0 the intrinsic color for a star with a reported

spectral type. With these definitions, we denote a color
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Right: the systematics between colors for Class II sources is very large, spanning magnitudes.

residual vector:

r = AV ∗ Â−E. (3)

Then the χ2 statistic is defined,

χ2
SED ≡ rTC−1r, (4)

where r is the vector of color residuals and C is the

covariance matrix between pairs of colors, whose deriva-

tion is given in Appendix A.

In Appendix B, particularly Fig. B3, a demonstration

of the technique can be seen applied to the Pleiades and

Praesepe. As the Teff ’s are calculated from colors in-

volving V and J, H, Ks in this example, the color vec-

tor chosen is not exactly the same as in our analysis

(Sec. 2.6.1). Nevertheless, the use of multiple colors

in our SED fit drives down the dispersion of extinc-

tions, dramatically in Praesepe, and more modestly in

the Pleiades.

2.6. SED Fitting

2.6.1. Definitions and Methodology

For Class III sources, we can define an estimator for

the weighted mean of AV across all colors for a single

star from Eqns 3 & 4. We first find the minimum of

the χ2 statistic, noting for our definitions of the column

vectors Â and Ê, that ÂTC−1E = ETC−1Â:

∂χ2
SED

∂AV
= −2ÂTC−1E + 2AV ∗ ÂTC−1Â, (5)

Setting this to zero leads to the the estimator:

〈AV 〉SED ≡
ÂTC−1E

ÂTC−1Â
. (6)

We verify that this is a minimum in χ2 by taking another

derivative with respect to AV :

∂2χ2
SED

∂A2
V

= 2ÂTC−1Â. (7)

This value is always positive when the covariance ma-

trix is diagonal (when no bands are repeated in a color

system). However, for nontrivial color combinations, we

check this value to ensure that we are choosing the χ2

minimum in a well-defined color system (Appendix A).

We restrict colors for the AV SED calculation to a

self-consistent set using our calibration in the Pleiades

& Praesepe (Appendix B). These colors are the Gaia

colors (BP-G, BP-RP, and G-RP), colors involving Pan-

STARRS photometry (r-J, r-H, r-Ks, r-W1, r-W2, i-J,
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i-H, i-Ks, i-W1, i-W2), and colors involving Johnson-

Cousins photometry (V-J, V-H, V-Ks, V-W1, V-W2).

For Class II sources, we simplify this treatment by

using the single color Gaia G-RP. Out of the colors to

choose for a single color extinction model, we use Gaia

G-RP because it is a broadband color available for our

Class II sources which mitigates the non-extinction sys-

tematics that blue or NIR bands might be sensitive to

(such as accretion, activity, or disks). We choose G-RP

to be the single color we use for Class II sources, and

benchmark the performance of other colors against it.

In Fig. 6, we plot a series of binned single-color ex-

tinctions for our cluster members and subtract off the

extinction inferred from the Gaia G-RP color. Since a

large number of these stars have disks or accretion sig-

natures, the underlying template is no longer a good fit

for the photosphere in some of the red and blue colors;

since the AV difference increases at redder colors, the

extinction estimates are no longer reliable as they can

be biased by the circumstellar disk.

In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of inferred ex-

tinctions as a function of effective temperature. For the

Olney et al. (2020) sample, it is interesting to note that

we infer systematically lower extinctions for the Class

III sources than the Class II sources. Note that we infer

a range of negative extinctions as well as positive ex-

tinctions. Negative extinctions are unphysical, but they

can be produced from random photometric errors or in-

consistencies between spectral types, the photometry,

and the extinction model. Since the negative extinc-

tions considered in this way are close to 0 (< 1σ), we

believe that in most cases they simply reflect random

measurement uncertainties. We therefore consider these

values and errors to probe the underlying age distri-

bution, without truncating these extinctions at 0 mag.

This has the practical effect of applying a de-bluening

for these few stars, but avoids artificially biasing the AV
distribution or modifying the resultant age distribution.

Negative extinction solutions in these stars may have

to do with the physical effects of spots or activity. These

physical effects are a likely explanation given the youth

of this cluster, with one quarter to half of members

showing signs of disks, spots, and active accretion (e.g.

Koenig et al. 2015; Bayo et al. 2012, 2011; Sacco et al.

2008). Alternate explanations for the negative extinc-

tion solutions may include underestimated systematic

errors in spectral types or mismatches between stellar

photospheres and intrinsic colors. We explore the pos-

sibility of a systematic for all our stars in Sec. 3.3, but

note that a mismatch between our colors is unlikely since

our population appears to follow the empirical trends of

3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6
log Teff [log K]

1.0

0.5
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0.5

1.0

1.5
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 [m

ag
]

Mean Error:

Class III Mean AV = 0.28
Class II Mean AV = 0.64

Class II SpT
Class III SpT
Class II Olney+20
Class III Olney+20

Figure 7. Teff—AV relationship for our population in λ
Ori, color-coded by Class diagnostic. Class II members have
a much larger dispersion and have a systematically higher
extinction value than the Class III stars. The variation of
AV is relatively flat with Teff , suggesting consistency in our
treatment for estimating star-by-star AV .

PM13 in Fig. 5, and the Gaia colors are calibrated in

Appendix B.

2.6.2. Error Estimation

We propagate errors within our code to estimate the

individual stellar age and mass errors within our model,

and infer cluster values for the age uncertainties and

age spread. Mechanically, we obtain a Teff error and

a corresponding luminosity error for each star, and we

obtain this primarily by doing linear error propagation.

First, in order to estimate AV error, we assume that

the propagated spectral type errors and photometric er-

rors are independent from each other. We derive an AV
error estimate using the spectral type and photometric

errors, reporting the extinction error as the standard

error of the mean using our color system:

σAV
=


(ÂTC−1N

ÂTC−1Â

)2

σ2
SpT

−1

+
[
VT CV

]−1


− 1

2

,

(8)

where Ni−j = ∂ (i−j)0
∂ SpT is the vector of partial derivatives

of the intrinsic color table with respect to spectral type,

Vi−j = ∂ AV

∂ i−j =
(
Ai

AV
− Aj

AV

)−1

is the vector of par-

tial derivatives of AV with respect to each color, and C

the corresponding covariance matrix (Appendix A). We
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estimate N through interpolations across the empirical

color table.

For stars where σSpT is not provided, we assume “de-

fault” errors of 2 subclasses for stars from O-M0, and

1 subclass for stars later than M0. This corresponds to

a temperature error of roughly 2000 K (< B9), 400 K

(A0—A9), 200 K (F0—G9), 300 K (K0—K5), 150 K

(M0—M5), and 100 K (M5—M9). In Fig. 8 we check

these errors against reported literature spectral type er-

rors for similar young stars in the YSOC database (Hil-

lenbrand 2021).

For stars in the database where σphoti , σplx are not

provided, we assume “default” errors in photometry and

parallax:σdefault phot = 0.01 [mag] for all bands,

σdefault log dist [pc] = 0.1 [dex] for all distances.
(9)

Since the bulk of stars in our sample have well-defined

photometric errors and Gaia parallaxes, these default

errors are used for a very small number of sources.

2.6.3. Comparison with YSOC Literature AV

In Fig. 9 we compare our extinction estimates across

all available clusters in the YSOC database to available

literature values for a variety of our pipeline methods

(Hillenbrand 2021). Though there may be zero-point

offsets in extinctions calculated with different methods

and different intrinsic stellar templates, the young (or-

ange) and single-color (gray unfilled) are consistent with
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Figure 9. Comparison between methods used in this pa-
per and aggregate literature sources in the YSOC database
for Class III sources. Symbols are binned across our SED
method’s extinction, with a standard error represented by
the bar and the dot landing on the bin mean.

each other. The usage of dwarf colors in extinction in-

ference has a much larger systematic effect on AV .

2.7. Inferring L, Teff

After an AV is derived for a star, we determine lumi-

nosity from the V-band photometry, bolometric correc-

tion, parallax, and extinction. For stars which do not

have V-band photometry we construct a spectrum that

matches the existing dereddened SED using our color

table and infer a synthetic V-band magnitude.

log L/L� =
2

5
[Mbol,� − (BCV +MV ,dered)] , (10)

the uncertainties on the observables lead to:

σlog L/L� =
√
σ2
AV

+ σ2
V + σ2

BCV + (2 ∗ σd/d)
2
. (11)

Where σV corresponds to the quadrature-summed ran-

dom errors from the V-band photometry (or the syn-

thetic V-band photometry from a match to the SED at

the closest band). Since our SED fit does not explic-

itly consider departures from our adopted color table,

all stars of the same temperature are assigned the same

BCV; the mismatch between stellar BCV’s represents a

systematic, but we do not try to investigate it in this

work. Teff for the spectral type sources in λ Ori is com-

puted by interpolating on the young stellar SpT—Teff

relation from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). Errors in Teff
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for these stars are found by propagating the uncertainty

in spectral type in the interpolated relation.

For the APOGEE Net stars, we infer Teff by apply-

ing the temperature correction from Sec. 2.1.2. For

these stars we inflate temperature errors reported in

APOGEE Net by a factor of five to make them compara-

ble with temperature errors inferred with spectral types,

consistent with published advice (Olney et al. 2020).

2.8. Inferring Masses and Ages

We construct a Bayesian framework to provide an es-

timate on mass and age with input luminosities and ef-

fective temperatures for individual stars. This analysis

is on the theoretical plane with luminosity and effective

temperature because these stellar properties are an out-

put of our SED-fitting method. This allows us to test

the underlying luminosity and temperature predictions

from a variety of stellar models.

We derive individual masses for all the members of

the λ Ori cluster by using a variety of models, but

choose as our fiducial model SPOTS (0.1—1.3 M�) with

fspot = 0.34 (Somers et al. 2020; Somers & Pinson-

neault 2015). We make the starspot fraction choice a

priori because these stars are likely to be heavily spot-

ted. Fits from young eclipsing binary systems and clus-

ter members in Upper Sco suggest that fspot ∼ 0.3—0.5

effectively reproduces the slope of the mass—age rela-

tionship for cluster members and for individual EB’s

(Somers et al. 2020; David et al. 2019; Gully-Santiago

et al. 2017). Our application of the fspot = 0.34 and

fspot = 0.5 isochrones were more consistent in Upper

Sco across low and high mass bins, and the fspot = 0.34

spotted isochrones were better fits to eclipsing binary

data in that cluster (Somers et al. 2020; David et al.

2019).

In Fig. 10 we demonstrate the effects of these starspot

models for our Class II & III stars. The Class II pop-

ulation appears younger than the Class III population

with the lowest mass members better accounted for by

the spotted isochrones. The curvature of the unspot-

ted isochrones below 0.1M� provide ages that are sys-

tematically younger than the population of older stars

(top & bottom left). The age consistency across stars of

different masses is in good agreement with prior results

(Somers et al. 2020; Simon et al. 2019; David et al. 2019).

In Fig. 11 we plot our members across the entire mass

range (B0—M9) on a set of MIST pre-MS isochrones.

We choose to plot the temperature and luminosity values

from our table against the MIST isochrones because they

go to much higher mass than the SPOTS isochrones,

which are limited to 0.1—1.3 M�—this expanded range

in mass makes it possible to see the results of the dered-

dening procedure for the whole sample in λ Ori. The

resulting band of ages largely spans the range from 1—5

Myr, a much tighter band than individual dereddening

procedures in λ Ori members with ages ranging from

5—40 Myr (e.g. Bayo et al. (2011)).

2.8.1. Priors

We use a mass prior with a Chabrier (2003) IMF:

dn

d logM
=


0.093 × exp

−
(
log M

M�
−log 0.2

)2

2∗0.552

 if M
M�

< 1,

0.041 ∗ (M/M�)−1.35 otherwise.

(12)

Since the age distribution is unknown to us, it suffices

to choose a uniform age prior with a maximum age:

dn

d log A
=

1, if A < 100 Myr,

0 otherwise.
(13)

The choice of these priors does not significantly per-

turb the age and mass estimation; in tests, the choice

of a uniform mass prior has less than a ∼0.01 dex effect

on the inferred ages, and an effect of ∼0.01 M� on the

inferred masses.

2.8.2. Obtaining Posteriors

In order to define a probability distribution and a pos-

terior on our age-mass grid, we define a statistic on our

theoretical HRD space:

χ2
Tgrid,Lgrid

=
(log T/Tgrid)

2

σ2
log T

+
(log L/Lgrid)

2

σ2
log L/L�

. (14)

We define a grid uniformly sampled on logM , log A,

such that ∆ logM and ∆ log A are independent of grid

point. We perform a 2D interpolation over mass and age

to get T (M,A) and L(M,A) to evaluate this posterior,

P (Mgrid, Agrid) = P (Mgrid) P (Agrid)×

exp
(
− 1

2χ
2
T (Mgrid,Agrid),L(Mgrid,Agrid)

)
∑grid
M ′,A′ P (M ′grid, A

′
grid)

. (15)

We then marginalize over the distributions:

P (Mgrid) =
∑
Agrid

P (Mgrid, Agrid) ∆ log A, (16)

P (Agrid) =
∑
Mgrid

P (Mgrid, Agrid) ∆ logM. (17)

To construct 1σ confidence intervals, we then pick the

smallest parameter range in the marginal cumulative
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Figure 10. HR Diagram of λ Orionis members with bands from the fiducial results from Table 2, clipped to the mass range
(0.1—1.3 M�) of the SPOTS isochrones. Left to right: SPOTS unspotted and spotted, 50% covering fraction models. Top
to bottom: Class III & II sources. Literature spectral type sources are filled symbols while APOGEE Net sources are unfilled
symbols. Class II sources are plotted in purple and Class III sources are plotted in red. Translucent bands with a dashed line
running through them represent the appropriate SPOTS inferred age for each Class. Spotted models predict consistent ages for
the lowest mass stars, which in the unspotted case appears erroneously younger than the rest of the cluster.

probability distribution function that includes 68% of

the probability.

Because our extinctions are set by our choice of color

table and our external spectral types, we can obtain in-

dividual stellar masses and ages with associated uncer-

tainties. We report individual ages, masses, luminosi-

ties, and temperatures for our λ Ori cluster members in

Table 1.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Cluster Age

Since we produce individual ages with unique uncer-

tainties for each member in our sample, we are able to do

statistics on the underlying distribution of stellar ages

to determine a best-fit age for the cluster for a variety

of different underlying theoretical models. We include

the following stellar isochrones: SPOTS (Somers et al.

2020), PARSEC (Chen et al. 2015), BHAC15 (Baraffe

et al. 2015), DSEP with pre-MS physics (Dotter et al.

2008), Feiden magnetic DSEP (Feiden & Chaboyer 2014,

2012), and MIST (Choi et al. 2016).

λ Orionis is well known to be a cluster with kinemat-

ically distinct populations, including the regions in B30

and B35, which are traditionally considered the “cloud”,

and the center (Dolan & Mathieu 2001; Kounkel et al.

2018). In Fig. 12, we find that the B35 and B30 popu-

lations do appear to be younger, with mean ages of 2.2

and 3.7 Myr, respectively, but the spread in ages within
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these subregions are still large enough that many stars

in the distributions appear to overlap in age. Running

a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distributions finds a

KS statistic of 2 × 10−3 between B30 and the center,

3× 10−6 between B35 and the center, and 6% between

B30 and B35. This suggests that the B35 and B30 re-

gions appear to be drawn from a distribution that is

distinct from the stars in the center of λ Ori, but do not

appear to be drawn from distributions that are differ-

ent from each other at a 5% level, similar to the anal-

ysis done by Dolan & Mathieu (2001). Since the dis-

tributions have largely the same dispersion in log age,

the subsequent analysis for the age spread is unlikely to

change significantly when considering these regions.

We report in Table 2 the binned inferred Bayesian

ages, the corresponding standard error of the mean, and

the age spread for each family of models. We provide so-

lutions for Class II and Class III sources in independent

calculations. This is motivated by the different methods

we used in Sec. 2.3 & 2.6.1, and the expected difference

in quality of our extinction estimates in those groups

(Fig. 6). We expect our Class III sources to have bet-

ter constrained extinction uncertainties than our Class

II sources for the reasons discussed in Sec. 2.3. As a

result, we believe that the age estimate derived with

the spotted isochrones on the Class III sources, 3.9+0.2
−0.2

Myr, is the strongest individual diagnostic that we have

on the age of the cluster.

There are variations in inferred cluster mean age be-

tween each of the individual isochrones and between

the Class II & III populations. The largest discrep-

ancy between inferred ages comes from the shift of
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Table 2. Inferred Cluster Age for the λ Ori cluster across models

Model Class II Age (Myr) Class III Age (Myr)

SPOTS f = 0 1.8+0.2
−0.2 Myr 2.4+0.1

−0.1 Myr

SPOTS f = 0.34 2.7+0.2
−0.2 Myr 3.9+0.2

−0.2 Myr

SPOTS f = 0.5 3.6+0.3
−0.3 Myr 5.0+0.3

−0.3 Myr

MIST (standard) 1.8+0.1
−0.1 Myr 2.4+0.1

−0.1 Myr

BHAC15 (standard) 1.7+0.1
−0.1 Myr 2.5+0.1

−0.1 Myr

DSEP (standard) 1.7+0.1
−0.1 Myr 2.4+0.1

−0.1 Myr

Feiden DSEP (magnetic) 3.3+0.2
−0.2 Myr 4.5+0.2

−0.2 Myr

PARSEC (empirical Dwarf) 2.4+0.2
−0.2 Myr 3.2+0.1

−0.1 Myr

Note—Inferred cluster ages, along with the standard errors of the mean.
Classic stellar isochrones for Class III stars predict ages of 2-3 Myr, while
spotted and magnetic isochrones produce systematically older estimates
ranging from 4-5 Myr. Our fiducial spotted model, SPOTS with a spot
filling fraction of 34%, is shown here boxed.
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Figure 12. Kinematic regions associated with λ Orionis and
assorted proper motion vectors and age distributions, with
the standard error of the mean provided as error bounds.
While the distributions have different means, with B30 and
B35 noticeably younger, the dispersion in luminosity and age
is similar between λ Orionis and its subregions as well. The
KS statistic suggests that B35 and B30 are indistinguishable
at the 5% level, but are easily distinguished from the center.

spotted isochrones towards older ages. The 34% spot-

ted (age: 3.9+0.2
−0.2 Myr), 51% spotted isochrones (age:

5.0+0.3
−0.3 Myr), and the magnetic DSEP isochrones (age:

4.5+0.2
−0.2 Myr) yield significantly older ages. This is be-

cause of the strong shift in L,T space of spotted and

magnetic isochrones in SPOTS (Somers et al. 2020;

Somers & Pinsonneault 2015) and magnetic DSEP (Si-

mon et al. 2019; Feiden 2016; Feiden & Chaboyer 2014,

2012) isochrones. The shift from standard DSEP to Fei-

den magnetic DSEP has a similar effect—shifting from

2.4+0.1
−0.1 to 4.5+0.2

−0.2 Myr in the Class III population. This

strong shift suggests that the perturbative effect of mag-

netism and spots in young clusters may be more signifi-

cant than variations between different families of evolu-

tionary tracks.

There is an apparent difference in the derived ages

for the Class II versus Class III populations, with Class

II ages appearing systematically younger (see Table 2).

Class II luminosities may be overestimated due to sys-

tematics in how we infer AV in Class II and III stars

(see Sec. 2.6.3).

Another interpretation for the difference in derived

ages between our Class II & III sources is that there is

a significant age spread among members of λ Ori, and

the stars still retaining their disks as Class II objects

are about 30% younger than those which have already

evolved to the Class III stage. However, the error bars

on individual stellar ages are large enough that tighter

constraints may be necessary to distinguish these popu-

lations in age.

3.2. Age Spread

Even among kinematic cluster members, stellar ages

in λ Ori scatter depending on the class of star and the

adopted evolutionary models. Fig. 13 demonstrates

that an assumption of a single extinction produces a
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Figure 13. Age-mass estimates for λ Ori. A comparison between the ages derived using a single AV = 0.37 mag and from our
SED technique, with bands indicating the 95% confidence interval for each population. Using a single extinction value for the
whole cluster significantly increases the age spread in the Class II sources. Filled symbols correspond to SpT’s derived from the
literature sample, while unfilled symbols correspond to SpT’s from APOGEE Net.

significantly larger spread for the Class II sources than

SED-fitting—some of the cluster members which are

found to be heavily extincted young stars appear un-

physically old (40—100 Myr). These erroneously old

ages can largely be accounted for by considering the ex-

tinction around these Class II stars (right panels). Bin-

ning these estimates of age produces a series of plots

across spot filling fraction (top panels) and across dif-

ferent models (Fig. 14). None of the panels using liter-

ature spectral types (filled markers) show a significant

trend between low and high mass bins, which suggests

that the population of available members in λ Ori are

too restricted in mass, or the temperature information is

too uncertain, to analyze the slope of the HR diagram.

It appears that the APOGEE Net stars (open markers)

show a strong age trend with mass in all stars across all

evolutionary models, but we do not attempt to interpret

this behavior.

The SPOTS f = 0 isochrones produce a similar re-

sult (2.4+0.1
−0.1 Myr) to the other standard isochrones

(MIST, BHAC15, DSEP). A comparison between the

standard pre-MS DSEP isochrones and the Feiden mag-

netic DSEP isochrones also shows a similar systematic

age offset from 2.4+0.1
−0.1 up to 4.5+0.2

−0.2 Myr. Combined

with the analysis of the unperturbed stellar models from

DSEP and SPOTS, this points to an answer of 2.5

Myr for standard pre-MS isochrones, and a systemat-

ically older age (4–5 Myr) for the magnetic and spotted

isochrones.

Through our analysis in λ Ori, we find a relatively

wide band of stellar sources spanning about 0.4 dex in

σlogL and in the neighborhood of 0.4 dex in σlogτ for

both Class II and Class III sources. Despite the signifi-

cant improvements in membership made by Gaia DR2, a

robust observational spread in derived ages remains and

does not appear to be easily mitigated by considering

kinematics or regions (as in Fig. 12).

In Fig. 15, we investigate the age spread necessary to

reproduce the scatter in age which we observe with our

analysis. To do so, we simulate the underlying distribu-

tion of stellar ages using a grid of Kolmogorov-Schmidt

tests. We use a Monte-Carlo method to perturb dis-

tributions drawn from a linearly and a logarithmically

spaced age distribution, whose limits are given by its

values along the x and y axis. Red and cyan contours

correspond to trial age distributions that are spaced lin-

early or logarithmically, respectively. We convolve these

distributions of stellar ages with propagated age errors

from our prior work, and compare them to the derived

ages from Table 1. Any point within each of the red and

cyan contours cannot be distinguished from the observed

distribution at the 5% level.

We find that any intrinsic age distribution that is con-

sistent with our observed age distribution and inferred

age errors λ Orionismust include stars between the ages

of 2.1 and 7.7 Myr. This means that there is a min-

imum age spread in the λ Ori cluster which is consis-

tent with our analysis, defined by a cluster age distri-

bution ranging from 2.1—7.7 Myr. This suggests that,

in the absence of factors such as rotation or binarity,

and within the propagated age uncertainties, the min-

imum intrinsic age spread that is consistent with our
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Figure 14. Top: A comparison between inferred cluster ages with two mass bins between the Somers et al. (2020) models,
using SPOTS f = 0, f = 0.34, and f = 0.5—varying the starspot filling fraction. Bottom: A similar comparison for a variety of
other evolutionary tracks, grouping by standard and non-standard tracks. The solid symbols are color-coded by class: Class II
(purple) and Class III (red). The filled symbols correspond to the literature sample, and the unfilled symbols are the APOGEE
Net SpT’s. The symbols and error bars are the mean binned age and mass values and the dispersion of each bin, respectively.
Bins are chosen for each plot by splitting the population into two equally populated groups of young stars across mass. Hatched
bands correspond to the standard error of the population, and are represented in Table 2.

analysis is σlogτ & 0.16 dex, corresponding to a uniform

age distribution spanning 2.1—7.7 Myr. Including an

assumption of ∼0.1 dex from simulations involving bi-

naries (Prisinzano et al. 2019), the minimum intrinsic

age spread is &0.19 dex.

The inset plot of Fig. 15 is the “intrinsic age spread”,

produced by calculating dispersions in the real distribu-

tions used in the KS test. As this is prior to the convolu-

tion of each distribution with the propagated age errors

from our analysis, this represents the average true un-

derlying distribution of ages that is consistent with data.

The mean of the age spreads lies between 0.31—0.4 dex,

indistinguishable from the observed 0.4 dex dispersion

in ages.

3.3. Robustness to systematics
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Figure 15. Grid of maximum Kolmogorov-Schmidt p-values
on distributions with flat ages in log and linear spaces rang-
ing from the minimum age on the x-axis to the maximum age
on the y-axis. Colors indicate an average of the Kolmogorov
p-value with the flat log age distribution and the linear age
distribution. Contours indicate the boundary for a KS p-
value of 5%. Any distribution below the marked horizontal
line, or to the right of the vertical line, is discrepant com-
pared to the KS test at a power of 5%. These lines set the
smallest choice of maximum age, and of the largest choice of
minimum age which is indistinguishable from the observed
age distribution. The inset plot is the calculated intrinsic age
spread prior to a convolution with individual propagated ob-
servational age errors of the overlap region from the linear
and logarithmic contours.

It is possible that any global systematics in our ex-

tinction estimate, caused by a systematic in our input

spectral types, might cause a systematic in the subse-

quent inferred ages and masses. To probe the effects

of systematics on possible inferred parameters for our

cluster members, we run a grid of models in λ Orionis

and offset each spectral type by steps of 0.25 subtypes

in Fig. 16.

Systematics in reported spectral type are not likely to

be significant because the line of sight extinction to λ

Orionis is small, and because we have a physical con-

straint on our system—real AV ’s cannot be negative.

As a result, any systematic shift in temperature which

results in negative extinctions for a significant number

of the stars can be excluded. Only a systematic of ±0.75

subclasses may be consistent with a non-zero extinction.

Prior studies that estimate the extinction in the neigh-
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Figure 16. Dependence of AV , age, and mass distributions
on systematic errors in spectral type in λ Ori. Middle bars
are means, and the shaded rectangular region is the calcu-
lated 1σ dispersion in the entire population. Horizontal and
vertical lines are drawn to guide the eye towards the mean
parameters at 0 spectral type shift. Orange bars represent
the Class III sources and blue bars represent the Class II
sources.

borhood of λ Ori have suggested cluster AV ∼ 0.37

mag (Diplas & Savage 1994; Zari et al. 2019), which

is consistent with a smaller systematic of ±0.25 sub-

types. Because the variation in age and mass is rela-

tively flat in this parameter space, this is an indication

that our age determinations are relatively robust to re-

ported temperature systematics. The variation in SpT

across ±0.5 subclasses corresponds to nearly 0.2 mag, 1
Myr, or < 0.1M�. This is likely representative of the

order of any systematic error in our method.

4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Motivated by the physical environment and youth of

the λ Ori association with improved Gaia membership

information, we developed an open-cluster calibrated

SED-fitting method applicable to young stars. We used

external estimates of effective temperature in this cluster

in the form of spectral types to constrain our extinction

errors and derive a unique extinction for each star. The

dereddened intrinsic colors from each star were uniquely

determined by the tabulated colors from the Pecaut &

Mamajek (2013) young stellar table. This approach was

appropriate for Class III (W1−W2< 0.3) stars but not

for Class II (W1−W2> 0.3) stars, for which we needed

to derive a single color that was less sensitive to the IR
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or UV excess which may not reflect photospheric colors

in Classical T-Tauri stars. We did not attempt to do

full dust modelling of Class II sources. There is also no

attempt to account for binarity, which may have biases

on the age estimates of our population (Naylor & Jef-

fries 2006) but may not significantly influence the width

of the age distribution (Dolan & Mathieu 2001).

We demonstrate that the absolute age of the cluster

varies from 2-3 Myr from theoretical non-spotted mod-

els to 4-5 Myr for magnetic and spotted models. This

represents a factor of two difference in age determination

for these young clusters that arises from non-traditional

stellar physics. For stellar interiors models, we inves-

tigated modern calculations that include the effects of

magnetic fields and starspots. We did not, however, in-

clude a range of spot filling factors or magnetic field

strengths in our models, as a predictive framework for

doing so is currently lacking.

Perhaps the best point of comparison for this work

is in Kounkel et al. (2018), which used PHOENIX

Teff ’s from APOGEE spectra, bolometric corrections

and intrinsic colors from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995), a

dereddening process with Gaia BP-RP, and age estima-

tion from their color-magnitude diagram or PARSEC-

COLIBRI isochrones to estimate the ages of subgroups

across the Orion star-forming complex. We also use Teff ,

color excess, and bolometric corrections as part of our

dereddening process. In our treatment, we use empirical

young colors, which appear to have a rather large offset

compared to traditional dwarf colors (Fig. 9), and we

incorporate data from our Class II targets. Addition-

ally, we use an SED method with a large set of open

cluster calibrated colors on our weak-line T Tauri stars

to infer AV , and a set of similarly open cluster calibrated

Gaia G-RP colors to infer AV for the photosphere of our

Class II stars, reporting stellar parameters for all stars.

Furthermore, we test multiple families of classical and

magnetic/spotted isochrones in our Sec. 3.1.

The range of answers for Kounkel et al. (2018)’s

PARSEC-COLIBRI isochrones with λ Orionis range

from their systematically youngest subgroups “near

B30” at 2.4±1.3 Myr and “near B35” at 2.6±1.3 Myr to

their two core subgroups, 3.7± 1.0 Myr for the “main”

and 5.1±1.1 Myr for the nearby older subgroup. We find

similar answers of 3.7+0.4
−0.2 Myr near B30, 2.2+0.6

−0.1 Myr

near B35, and 4.5+0.6
−0.2 Myr for our population. Our kine-

matics also provide similar results; we clearly distinguish

B30 and B35 from the central region, but we do not

distinguish between LamOri-1 and LamOri-2, perhaps

due to different membership critera. With systemat-

ics between the PHOENIX temperatures and our Teff ’s,

different intrinsic colors, and different dereddening pro-

cedures, these ages are roughly concordant. Where we

find an extinction offset in common stars, this is due

almost entirely due to the different temperature scales

that we use; runs using their published temperatures

yield extinctions with a small bias. Additionally, the

age distributions, particularly the finding that B30 and

B35 are not distinguishable from each other but are mu-

tually distinguishable from the center, agrees with the

result from Dolan & Mathieu (2001).

Since starspot models do not affect age estimates

in stars with radiative envelopes, spotted models infer

older ages in low mass stars and agree with nonspotted

models from higher mass stars. Nonmagnetic methods

weighted towards higher mass stars give old ages, but

largely provide ages that are too young in the low mass

domain. The concordance between literature ages for

λ Orionis of ∼4-7 Myr and the magnetic method by

our fiducial SPOTS model is encouraging; these previ-

ous ages (e.g. by Zari et al. 2019) apply strong weights

to high mass stars in the cluster, whereas our method

weights all stars equally. Since there are significantly

more lower mass members, this ends up being much

more sensitive to the low-mass stars. Spots and mag-

netic effects applied to these low-mass stars appear to

provide ages which agree well with the literature age

of the cluster. For future work, it could be useful to

extend our starspot methodology across a much wider

mass range, which would allow us to quantify the mass

systematics and introduce a more robust age determi-

nation for the entire cluster.

We detected an observed spread in luminosities of 0.4

dex, and observed spread in ages of 0.4 dex. By do-

ing an analysis on the likely underlying distribution of

ages prior to convolution with our propagated age un-

certainties, we suggest that the underlying intrinsic age

spread of cluster members in λ Ori is ∼0.35 dex in log

age. This is consistent with the observational spread

of 0.4 dex throughout the Orion Complex. There are

indications in the literature that the ONC may have a

much tighter bound of 0.2 dex in log age in works like

Jeffries et al. (2011). In our analysis, we find a mini-

mum intrinsic age spread of σlogτ & 0.16 dex without

considering binarity (and 0.19 dex with a binary contri-

bution of 0.1 dex from Prisinzano et al. (2019)) to be

consistent with our propagated errors. We note that we

appear to identify systematically larger extinctions (Fig.

7) and therefore younger ages for our Class II popula-

tion (Fig. 10 & 13), which is possible in a star-by-star

extinction analysis, which may help explain the discrep-

ancy between our findings. Also, in doing the analysis

for the Class II members, we found that a single extinc-

tion value produces unphysically old ages of 40—100
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Myr for this cluster where SED fitting techniques infer

much more reasonable ages (.10 Myr) for most of these

stars—this suggests that the Class II sources have a sig-

nificant star-by-star variation in extinction (Fig. 13).

However, there are a number of effects that could in-

duce a range of L even without an age spread: a distri-

bution of spots/faculae or significant temperature un-

certainties. We therefore caution that our (significant)

minimum age range may be impacted by physical ef-

fects that are outside the scope of the current work. We

do not attempt to do a spot inference model in λ Ori,

which precludes us from determining the true effect of

the first possibility. Because spots and reddening can

produce similar effects in colors but spots also affect

evolution on the HRD, this is not a trivial effect. More

precise temperatures are needed as an outsized fraction

of the luminosity error is the large (∼90%) contribution

from the uncertainty in spectral type. Disk effects may

also affect the observational spread, but likely do not

dominate, because of the significant luminosity spread

of Class III stars. Other contributing factors of an age

spread may include the bolometric correction varying

with spot filling factor, systematics in the adopted em-

pirical photospheric colors, and the effects of binaries.

More work is needed to investigate the colors of pre-MS

stars, including the effects of spots; such an effort would

help further demonstrate whether the observed spread

in luminosity corresponds to a large physical spread in

ages.

Any systematics in spectral types are likely to be small

because large systematics in spectral type would pro-

duce nonphysical mean extinctions. Consensus that this

cluster has a mean extinction that is in the neighbor-

hood of ∼0.4 mag is consistent with a strong constraint

on the possible magnitude of any systematic to within

0.25 subclasses. A weaker non-zero constraint on the ex-

tinctions provides a bound of 0.75 subclasses. Through-

out this range of possible systematics, the absolute age

and inferred age spread using the SPOTS fspot = 0.34

isochrones do not vary significantly, though the system-

atic age uncertainty may be on the order of ±1 Myr if

typical temperature errors are representative of the size

of global systematics.

While this work applied SED-fitting techniques to

broadband photometry and analyzed the resultant age

distributions with a wide number of different stellar evo-

lution models, it is clear that still more robust kinematic

analyses and spectro-photometry are necessary to re-

veal the properties of pre-MS stellar associations. Even

in these young clusters, non-classical effects, such as

magnetism and spots, greatly affect the absolute ages

inferred in these clusters. These effects also influence

trends in age derived by low and high mass members

of the same cluster. Independent temperature measure-

ments for a larger mass range of members will expand

this analysis and allow more sensitive statistical tests to

be performed to infer the extent of the age spread. From

the modelling perspective, it continues to be a mystery

whether a descriptive spot modelling method will help

account for some of the star-by-star luminosity varia-

tions, particularly if a spread in spots or some other

magnetic effect with rotation can reduce the required

intrinsic age spread for this distribution.

This framework is presented as a package for the

Young Stellar Object Corral (YSOC), where it is used to

compute the extinction values and intrinsic stellar prop-

erties on all young stars where sufficient data is avail-

able.
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APPENDIX

A. ERROR PROPAGATION WITH COLORS

We define our column vectors as the residuals:

r(m1 −m2) = (m1 −m2)− (m1 −m2)0 (SpT) . (A1)

As from Bailer-Jones (2011), we define the Var() variance and Cov() covariance operators, and note that:

Cov(aX + bY, cW + dZ) = acCov(X,W ) + adCov(X,Z) + bcCov(Y,W ) + bdCov(Y,Z). (A2)

Then assuming each band is measured independently, we have the following relations:
Cov(r(m1 −m2), r(m3 −m4)) = 0,

Cov(r(m1 −m2), r(m2 −m3)) = −Var(m2),

Cov(r(m1 −m2), r(m1 −m2)) = Var(m1) + Var(m2) +
(
∂ (m1−m2)0

∂ SpT

)2

Var (SpT) .

(A3)

We define the covariance matrix C with the Gaia colors (BP-G, BP-RP, and G-RP), Pan-STARRS colors (r-J, r-H,

r-Ks, r-W1, r-W2, i-J, i-H, i-Ks, i-W1, i-W2), and Johnson-Cousins colors (V-J, V-H, V-Ks, V-W1, V-W2).

As a restricted example, I show a toy covariance matrix corresponding to the color set (BP-RP, V-J, r-J, r-Ks):

C =


σ2
GBP

+ σ2
GRP

+ σ2
(GBP−GRP )0,SpT

0 0 0

0 σ2
V + σ2

J + σ2
(V−J)0,SpT

−σ2
J 0

0 −σ2
J σ2

r + σ2
J + σ2

(r−J)0,SpT
−σ2

r

0 0 −σ2
r σ2

r + σ2
Ks + σ2

(r−Ks)0,SpT

 .
(A4)

In which σi corresponds to the error in the photometric band i, and σ2
(m1−m2)0,SpT

=
(
∂ (m1−m2)0

∂ SpT

)2

σ2
SpT.

B. CALIBRATION ON THE PLEIADES & PRAESEPE

The Pleiades and Praesepe clusters are ideal calibration targets for our analysis—they demonstrate the accuracy and

precision of our extinction estimation technique, and they calibrate Gaia colors which are homogeneous and widely

available in λ Ori. Both are old enough that disks or circumstellar material are not a concern, providing statistics

on the intrinsic error of our method compared to other color-based dereddening methods. The Pleiades cluster has

an age of ∼125 Myr with predominantly uniform extinction (An et al. 2007). Praesepe has an age of ∼700 Myr with

indicators of low activity and negligible foreground extinction (Gossage et al. 2018; An et al. 2007).

B.1. Calibration of the Gaia colors to the Pleiades

As a calibration set, we obtain 2MASS JHK and V −KS measurements from Rebull et al. (2016). These values of

V −KS are an assortment of real V-band measurements and transformations from other bands, including SDSS g−KS

and r −KS (Somers et al. 2017). We then perform a crossmatch to the PanSTARRS DR1 dataset (Chambers et al.

2016; Flewelling et al. 2016) to obtain griz data, and a crossmatch to the Gaia DR2 dataset for the Gaia photometric

bands and parallax information. For Praesepe, we use the sample from An et al. (2007) crossmatched to the Gaia

DR2 dataset. We obtain membership data for this cluster from Godoy-Rivera et al. (2021). In Fig. B1, we show our

selected population on a CMD alongside PARSEC—Gaia colors, showing the need to correct the theoretical colors to

avoid trends in extinction.

We calibrate a set of theoretical Gaia colors in PARSEC to the dereddened colors of the Pleiades with a cluster mean

extinction set to 0.12 mag (An et al. 2007). In Fig. B2, we show the difference in color between our observed data

and the theoretical PARSEC Gaia colors G-RP, BP-G, and BP-RP. We plot this against absolute Gaia G magnitude

for the Pleiades. This color offset is maximized for the faintest stars and ranges from 0.1 mag at the faint end of our

calibration to a more typical value of 0.025 mag and below. We apply these offsets to the 5 Myr PARSEC v.3.3 Gaia

colors in our analysis for the SED method in our Class III sources.
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Figure B1. CMD of the membership selection process for the Pleiades and Praesepe calibration sets. The noticeable drift in
the PARSEC—Gaia colors in the reddest colors is part of the motivation of the calibration.

B.2. AV SED Testing with Pleiades and Praesepe

In these open clusters, it is possible to set the temperatures of these stars by fixing their AV , using reliable colors in

the optical and near-infrared as in Fiorucci & Munari (2003), defining as the color excess the difference between the

observed color and the intrinsic color from PM13 young (Pleiades) and dwarf (Praesepe) tables:

AV =
E (V −KS)

0.89
=
E (V −H)

0.83
=
E (V − J)

0.73
(B5)

Because of the strong temperature-extinction degeneracy, we choose a temperature for each star that provides a mean

stellar extinction as close as possible to the mean value from An et al. (2007). We also characterize the temperature

uncertainty by inferring a temperature for each color assuming the same extinction, and measuring the dispersion

between the temperature estimates for each individual star. This leads to an internal error of roughly 10—20 K for

the Pleiades and Praesepe temperatures.

We then test our aggregate AV SED method on the Pleiades and Praesepe, using the same color vector as used

in λ Orionis but ignoring the colors (V-J, V-H, V-Ks) that we used to set the temperature. The intrinsic colors for

the Pleiades included the base PM13 young color table, the Fang et al. (2017) theoretical colors (ugriz), and the

calibrated PARSEC 100 Myr v.3.3 solar metallicity isochrone (Gaia). For the considerably older Praesepe cluster,

we use the Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) dwarf color table augmented with the Jordi et al. (2005) SDSS empirical color

transformation (ugriz), and an unmodified PARSEC 700 Myr v.3.3 [Fe/H] = 0.16 isochrone (Gaia). In Fig. B3, we

show that the derived AV with our SED-based approach obtains a consistent result with An et al. (2007), featuring a

low star-by-star variation in AV .
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Figure B2. Color calibration between dereddened (AV = 0.12) Pleiades Gaia colors and a PARSEC v.3.3 solar metallicity 100
Myr isochrone. We offset the PARSEC model colors with this calibration to generate intrinsic colors for λ Ori.
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Figure B3. Comparison of individual stellar extinction values for the Pleiades and Praesepe between our SED-fitting method
(black) and single-color extinctions (assorted colors). Top nine figures: comparisons of individual colors against the SED-fitting
solution. Dashed lines: AV values from An et al. (2007). Inset plots: measured temperature dispersion as a function of the
colors used to infer temperatures (V-J, V-H, V-K).
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